
Introduction:

Put Teddy near you. The put out the following Picture Cards: kite, bee, butterfly, owl, bus, train, car, bike and boat. 
Leave the rest hidden for now. Put your two large circles in front of your child (not overlapping yet), and explain 
that they are going to use them to help them sort the objects into two families – the ‘Flying Objects’ family and 
the ‘Transport’ family. Show them the Flying Objects Symbol Card (wings) and place it in one of the circles. 
Explain that this shows us where the Flying Objects live. Repeat with the Transport Symbol Card (the steering 
wheel) for the second circle.

Reiterate that everything in a circle must belong to the same family. Then invite them to put each card into the 
right place. 

After they have done this successfully, show them the plane Picture Card. Ask them where it would go and if 
necessary, draw attention to the fact that it belongs to both families and say: It can’t really live with the Flying 
Objects family because the Transport family will be sad, and it can’t live with the Transport family because the 
Flying Objects family will be sad.

Ask them for their ideas on how to solve this problem. Hopefully they will suggest overlapping the circles as they 
did in the previous session. If not, prompt them, and then agree that they could do this to create a Venn Diagram 
with a space for the ‘Air Transport’ family between the two. Ask them to move the circles with you and then mark 
this middle space with an Air Transport Symbol Card (a plane) as a visual prompt.

Put out all the remaining cards, and have them sort them into one of the three areas on the Venn diagram (see 
image on the next page).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Set of 14 Picture Cards

 3 Symbol Cards

 Friendly Alien

 Pictures of a plane and a 
bird/nest

 Two circles/hoops – either 
plastic hoops or wire/string 
laid in circles on the floor

 A favourite teddy

 A whiteboard, or paper and 
a pencil

20–25 minutes

TRAINS, BOATS AND PLANES

To build mathematical concepts of inclusion and exclusion
To master the action of visual modelling
To practise using a Venn Diagram to record differences and similarities between two sets of objects
To practise judging category membership on the basis of essential characteristics 
To hone the ability to ask precise questions
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Your child can recognise symbol cards representing ‘transport’, ‘flying objects’ and ‘air transport’.
Your child can place transport, flying objects and air transport pictures in the correct sections of a Venn diagram.
Your child can explain what they have done with the picture cards and why they go where they go in the Venn diagram.
Your child can give some reasons why an aeroplane is not an animal.
Your child can decide if the Friendly Alien has a picture of a bird by asking appropriate ‘yes/no’ questions.
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Now tell your child that Teddy has been listening but still doesn’t understand. Ask your child to explain to him, in simple and clear terms, about the 
families and the circles, and where each object should go and why. Then have Teddy whisper to you, and tell your child that Teddy said that he is 
feeling pleased because he gets it now, and he thinks it’s really clever. 

TRAINS, BOATS AND PLANES – continued
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Is it an Animal? Is it a Plane?

Introduce Friendly Alien. Explain: Alien has come from a distant planet, a long, long way away. It can say lots of things and talk like us, but if asked a 
question, it only answers yes or no by nodding or shaking its head. Alien has been busy touring Earth and has made some amazing discoveries! 

Have Alien tell your child that it met an animal with a very interesting name: Aeroplane! It had wings and a tail, it moved on the ground, it flew in the 
air…. Show your child the picture card of a plane that Alien found. If your child doesn’t protest that an aeroplane is not an animal, turn to them with a 
puzzled look and say: The Alien thinks an aeroplane is an animal. What do you think?  Wait for your child to respond, and then have the Alien insist, ‘Of 
course it’s an animal. It moves and animals move, so it must be an animal!

Ask your child to think really carefully about how they know that an aeroplane is not an animal, so that they can give Alien the reasons. For example, 
they may tell Alien that the aeroplane does not eat – so you can have the Alien reply that it has seen people feeding the aeroplane diesel through long 
tubes. Guide the discussion to focus on essential features that distinguish animate from inanimate objects. For example, an Aeroplane may move, but 
it does not do this on its own the way an animal would – it needs a pilot; an aeroplane does not grow but always stays the same size; it does not have 
babies and so on.

When the discussion has covered all the distinguishing characteristics of living things, have the Alien thank your child for helping it realise that 
Aeroplane wasn’t an animal. It has learned a lot about animals now – it knows that they move, they breathe, they poo, they eat, they have babies, they 
respond to their environment, they grow and they die.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



Is it a Bird?

Put the bird/nest card face down and to the side for now, but where your child can see it. Explain: Friendly Alien found another thing while it was 
travelling around our earth, and after your help just now, it thinks that it is an animal for sure. It has brought a picture of it to show you. Alien actually 
thinks that the animal was a bird, but after what just happened with Aeroplane, it is worried that it has made another mistake and isn’t feeling sure. 
Alien doesn’t want to show you the picture until it is sure that the thing it found really is a bird.

Ask your child to help Alien decide whether or not it found a bird. First, remind your child that Alien can only answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to any question, by 
nodding or shaking his head – it’s just the way he is. Encourage your child to ask Alien such questions about the picture. 

Write your child’s questions on a whiteboard or sheet of paper, and have Alien nod or shake its head to answer each one. Continue until your child 
has asked enough questions to ‘prove’ to Alien the main characteristics of birds. Then turn the picture over to confirm that it is indeed a bird.

Remind Alien what questions your child asked. Ask it to ‘point to’ the questions that were most helpful – these will be questions such as: ‘Does the 
animal have wings?’ ‘Does the animal have two legs?’ ‘Does the animal have feathers?’ ‘Does the animal lay eggs?’ ‘Is the animal warm-blooded?’ Point 
out to your child: If you can say ‘yes’ to all these questions, then the animal must be a bird. In fact, the only animals in the world that we know of with 
feathers are birds, so Alien answering just this question with a ‘yes’ means that Alien’s picture must be of a bird. But by asking more questions like 
this, Alien has learned more special things about birds. However, questions about how big the animal is, what colour it is and where it lives are not as 
helpful in deciding what kind of an animal it is.

Have Alien thank your child for helping it to understand about birds, and in such a way that it didn’t feel shy about maybe being mistaken. Tell your 
child that Alien’s going off on more adventures now, but they will see him again soon!

TRAINS, BOATS AND PLANES – continued
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Cut out each Symbol Card separately. Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out the Alien and each picture card separately.
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